Mutations in and monoclonal antibody binding to evolutionary hypervariable region of Escherichia coli RNA polymerase beta' subunit inhibit transcript cleavage and transcript elongation.
A 190 amino acid-long region centered around position 1050 of the 1407-amino acid-long beta' subunit of Escherichia coli RNA polymerase (RNAP) is absent from homologues in eukaryotes, archaea and many bacteria. In chloroplasts, the corresponding region can be more than 900 amino acids long. The role of this hypervariable region was studied by deletion mutagenesis of the cloned E. coli rpoC, encoding beta'. Long deletions mimicking beta' from Gram-positive bacteria failed to assemble into RNAP. Mutants with short, 40-60-amino acid-long deletions spanning beta' residues 941-1130 assembled into active RNAP in vitro. These mutant enzymes were defective in the transcript cleavage reaction and had dramatically reduced transcription elongation rates at subsaturating substrate concentrations due to prolonged pausing at sites of transcriptional arrest. Binding of a monoclonal antibody, Pyn1, to the hypervariable region inhibited transcription elongation and intrinsic transcript cleavage and, to a lesser degree, GreB-induced transcript cleavage, but did not interfere with GreB binding to RNAP. We propose that mutations in and antibody binding to the hypervariable, functionally dispensable region of beta' inhibit transcript cleavage and elongation by distorting the flanking conserved segment G in the active center.